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Consider Tot Turf Surfacing Repair Maintenance Training for Park and
Recreation Maintenance Departments – Contact Us Today!

Sales and service offices in California,
Arizona, Texas, and Florida

Repairs, replacements, and renovations
for all poured in place rubber surfaces

Makers of 

FREE Inspections by Tot Turf Safety Surfacing Experts

Our commitment to our customers is that our products and services will meet or exceed ASTM and IPEMA 
certifications for safer recreational surfaces. Robertson also promises forthright customer support, credible 
installation services, and dependable maintenance solutions that will provide peace of mind before, during, 
and after our work is done.

WHY ROBERTSON?

With over 25 years of experience in recreational surfaces, Robertson has become the largest poured in 
place provider in the US and an industry leader in playful ground covering for a variety of recreational 
applications. Our years of experience enhance our level of service to bring you expert evaluations, compliant 
installations, preventative and reliable maintenance, in addition to top quality products delivered directly to 
your location from our centers. Our passion is working with parks, municipalities, schools, and communities to 
provide safer surfaces for all to enjoy.

ABOUT US



Maintaining a poured in place surface is essential to help safeguard an attractive, long lasting product. Professional 
maintenance packages offer solutions for common issues that rubber surfaces may encounter.  

• Tot Turf experts can patch small holes before they become bigger problems. Our teams have perfected the 
process of matching patches to most surface colors and designs.  We can do the repairs in less than one day so play 
continues in 24-48 hours. We can also train your teams to repair these holes using our materials and techniques.  

• After prolonged use, color seams may start to sepa-
rate.  Our repairs can eliminate these cracks and 
renew the color designs that add value to your space. 

COMMON ISSUES

Patch repairs
TOT TURF SOLUTIONS

REFRESH Preventative Top Coats

RENEW 1.5

Reduce compliance concerns from long tearms use
Create accessible spaces for all 
Add value with design and color
Reduce frequency of required maintenance

PIP Remove & Replace

Go From This….                   TO THIS!

Seam repairs 

• When a surface is beyond patch repairs, RENEW 1.5 is the most effective 
way to prevent future demolition of the entire surface. This 1.5-inch re-top 
includes a new 1-in attenuation rubber layer under a new .5-in layer of Tot 
Turf rubber surfacing. This process not only repairs hazards on the surface but will 
significantly add cushioning for safer recreation. RENEW 1.5 can also provide 
for an updated color scheme to keep visitors coming back for more fun!

• Like color seams, perimeters may start to separate 
due to heavy use or weather.  We can repair these 
separations and get your recreational space back 
to compliance in no time.  

Perimeter repairs 

• Rubber surfaces are the most cost effective, accessible, and low maintenance 
protective surfaces available. Experts suggest routine preventative top 
coats to preserve against weather and heavy traffic. The urethane 
penetrates the wear course of the pad to strengthen the bond of granules. 
The coating provides UV protection from sun damage and helps prevent 
holes, cracks, and granulation on your surface. We recommend application 
via spray or roll coat every 18 to 24 months to rejuvenate the recreational 
surface so it’s like new and ready for more PLAY!Spider Crack
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Give your space an 
extra advantage against 

wear and tear… Ask about 

TPV Supreme Inserts for Tot Turf Installations

Have our experienced team include Tot Turf 
ADVANTAGE inserts under high traffic areas when 

installing new surfaces at existing sites.  
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